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1. Listen to the beginning of the interview with Hana and choose the correct words. 

Well, at the start of a race/run, I get a map and run through the woods/forest. There are check/control 

points. I’ve got a chip and I beep/read it at every check point. I have to go to all check points, and time 

is also important/interesting. At the end/finish, the organizers read the information from my chip.  

 

2. Match the words with the definitions: 

1.  a forest      a. equipment you beep at every check point  

 

2. a relay      b. a drawing which shows you where you are  

3. a chip      c. a lot of trees 

 

4. a map      d. the person who is the fastest in the race 

5. a winner         e. a race between teams where each member runs 

one part  

 

3. Make the questions for the following answers from the text.   

a. ___________________________________ Not really. You usually run alone. 

b. ___________________________________ There’s a time limit – 120 minutes. 

c. ___________________________________ The fastest person is the winner. 

d. ___________________________________  I go to races at weekends and I train all year. 

e. ___________________________________  I like running alone in the forest. 

 

4. Read or listen to the text again and correct the following false statements. 

a. Hana doesn’t get a map at the beginning of a race. 

_________________________________________________________ 

 

b. You always run alone when you go orienteering. 

_________________________________________________________ 

c. Hana needs a special mobile phone for races. 

_________________________________________________________ 

d. Your family can’t come with you to an orienteering race. 

_________________________________________________________  
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SOLUTIONS 
1. Listen to the beginning of the interview with Hana and choose the correct word. 

Well, at the start of a race/run, I get a map and run through the woods/forest. There are check/control 

points. I’ve got a chip and I beep/read it at every check point. I have to go to all check points, and time 

is also important/interesting. At the end/finish, the organizers read the information from my chip.  

 

2. Match the words with the definitions: 

1. a forest      a. equipment you beep at every check point 

2. a relay      b. a drawing which shows you where you are  

3. a chip       c. a lot of trees  

 

4. a map      d. the person who is the fastest in the race 

5. a winner          e. a race between teams where each member runs 

one part  

 

 

3. Make the questions for the following answers from the text.   
 

a. Is orienteering a team sport?   Not really. You usually run alone. 

b. How long is a race?    There’s a time limit – 120 minutes. 

c. Who is the winner?    The fastest person is the winner. 

d. How often do you go orienteering?   I go to races at weekends and I train all year. 

e. What do you like about orienteering?   I like running alone in the forest. 

 

4. Read or listen to the text again and correct the following false statements. 

a. Hana doesn’t get a map at the beginning of a race. 

She gets a map at the beginning of a race.  

b. You always run alone when you go orienteering.         

You sometimes run alone, sometimes there are relays. 

c. Hana needs a special mobile phone for races.  

She needs a special sports watch for races. 

d. Your family can’t come with you to an orienteering race. 

Your family can come with you. 


